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Much has been written about the influence . good and bad , 
that the automobile has had on our lives. In particular the subject 
of traffic congestion has appealed to popular writers , comedians 
and cartoonists (1). Some of them have recognized traffic 
congestion as a major concern of this nation. 
Traffic congestion occurs in many forms, one of which is 
freeway congestion . The ever increasing traffic congestion being 
experienced on urban freeways has caused attention to be focused 
on methods for improving traffic operations on these facilities (2). 
The reduction or elimination of freeway congestion can be handled 
in two basic ways: 1 ) by increasing the freeway's capacity 
defined as the number of vehicles per unit time that can pass a 
given point in one lane of the freeway multiplied by the number of 
lanes on the freeway, or 2) by decreasing the traffic loads 
imposed on these freeways (3). 
Monumental costs and adverse public relations are involved 
in the construction of either new freeways or additional lanes in 
urban areas to increase freeway capacity (4). Due to these factors, 
the move in recent years has been toward decreasing traffic loads 
to accomplish the goals of reduction or elimination of freeway 
congestion. In an effort to combat the freeway congestion , traffic 
researchers have devoted much time and effort to the theoretical 
2 
and practical aspects of systems in which controlled access is 
utilized to prevent or reduce congestion caused by traffic demands 
in excess of freeway operational capacity (5). Such systems 
perform the function of "freeway surveillance and control". An 
important aspect of these systems is the control mechanism used for 
the regulation of the ramp traffic to the freeway. This topic of 
ramp metering is the subject of this report . 
3 
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II. OBJECTIVES OF RAMP CONTROL 
The process of vehicles entering a freeway during rush hour 
traffic can be described by the following analogy: 
"'!he influence of traffic entering the freeway from 
an entrance ramp can be compared to water flowing into 
a main stream channel from a side channel. With no side 
channel flow , the main stream channel flow is unifoLffi . 
When a side channel flow is introduced, turbulence is 
created in the main channel causing a backwater curve 
just past the junction . But only a short distance 
below the point of entry of the side channel , the main 
channel flow again becomes uniform" (6). 
In the analogy above , the water turbulance is similar to a 
temporary freeway bottleneck caused from an over abundance of 
vehicles entering the freeway on one specific entrance ramp , 
downstream of the bottleneck. Ramp control is used to reduce or 
eliminate problems such as the freeway bottleneck . 
The primary objective of ramp control is to reduce overall 
travel time to the total traffic stream, including both freeway and 
surface street vehicles. Along with the decreased travel time, 
freeway vehicles show increasing average speeds with the use of 
ramp control. In addition the number of accidents, especially rear 
end collisions for the overall system can be reduced with ramp 
control (7). Other beneficial effects potentially achievable with 
ramp control include: a significant reduction in congestion; 
smoother traffic flow; decreased speed differential between 
vehicles ; and a decrease of turbulence caused by short term surges 
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of entering vehicles (8). 
It is important to restate that, assuming that the conditions 
necessary for a ramp control project are satisfied, ramp metering 
usually results in a substantial net improvement in operating 
conditions and travel times for the entire freeway corridor (8). 
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III. THE METHODS OF RAMP CONTROL 
A. Ramp Closure 
The most elementary form of ramp control is ramp closure , 
which simply consists of closing the ramp during periods of heavy 
freeway traffic in an effort to limit the number of vehicles using 
a freeway. Ramp closure is necessitated by conditions of excessive 
congestion on the freeway which lead to excessive delays in travel 
time and decreased vehicle speeds. 
Ramp closure is used to eliminate the "backlash effect" or 
"shock wave" which results when a vehicle entering the freeway 
merges into traffic and causes the vehicles in the l ane (behind the 
entering vehicle) to adjust their speeds and reestabl ish safe 
following headways. 
It can be easily seen that if the ramp flow is eliminated by 
ramp closure, the operating characteristics of the freeway remain 
uniform. in the vicinity of the ramp . Ramp traffic can be the major 
cause of a freeway bottleneck. 
By closing the ramp or ramps which are creating adverse effects 
on the freeway during peak periods, the bottleneck is removed or the 
demand is r educed upstream o£ a physical bottleneck. The demand 
must be diverted to parallel arterials or to downstream ramps where 
it is more easily accommodated by the existing cnpacity of the 
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freeway (8). 
The restrictive nature of ramp closure requires that certain 
conditions be met before the use of this method is considered . Most 
important is that suitable alternative routes must be avail able . 
Frontage roads or parallel arterials may be suitable , but it may be 
necessary to ensure the capacity on these alternative routes is 
adequate to handle the traffic that is diverted to them. Otherwise 
excessive delays created on the alternative routes may negate the 
improvements on the freeway. The effect on the entire corridor is 
the primary concern and overall system improvements is the objective 
of controlling ramp flow (8). 
The equipment needed to implement ramp closure would consist 
of either: a sign posted at the entrance of the ramp stating which 
hours of the day the ramp is closed; or a physical barrier placed at 
the entrance to the ramp; or a combination of a sign and a barrier . 
The physical barrier could be anything from rubber cones manually 
placed at the ramps entrance as needed, to an electronic pop-up or 
swing-out barrier , remotely controlled . 
8 . Simple Traffic Metering 
Simple traffic metering (also known as the Atlanta method 
from its first implementation in that city) is used in an attempt to 
reduce the frequency of rear-end collisions which occur on ramps 
where inadequate acceleration lanes exist. When closely-spaced 
vehicles on the ramp compete Ior the same gap in freeway traffic, 
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a rear- end collision can result if the lead driver rejects a gap 
and the following driver's attention is focused on the gap thus 
preventing him from perceiving that the lead vehicle has stopped. 
This is preventable by a scheme of ramp metering which re l eases only 
one vehicle at a time. Even for metering which allows the release 
of more than one vehicle at a time, the results typically show 
decreased accident rates (9). 
On Atlanta's North Freeway, the first application of simple 
metering has reduced rear end collisions on the tenth street north-
bound on-ramp by almost 90% over a 12 month study period fDom 
March 1967 to March 1968 (9). 
The equipment needed to implement simple metering consists 
of either a sign stating "wai t until car ahead leaves ramp!! or a 
three section traffic signal (green, amber, red) with a controller 
and two loop detectors. If the traffic s ignal is used, one loop 
detector is placed just before the stop line, the traffic signal is 
placed approximately 10 feet past the stop line, and the second loop 
detector is placed at the ramp nose just before the minimum merge 
point . 
The system operates on the principle that the traffic signal 
rests in the red indication until a vehicle passes over the first 
loop detector . When this occurs the traffic signal changes to green 
and then amber for a fixed period of time to allow one vehicle to 
pass the stop line . The light then switches back to red until the 
vehicle passes the second detector , at which time if a new ramp 
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vehicle is at the stop line, the traffic light will again change to 
green to allow the vehicle to pass the stop line. 
C. Fixed Time Ramp Metering 
Ramp metering is the limiting of traffic allowed to enter a 
freeway by controlljng the vehicles on selected entrance ramps and 
releasing only as Eany vehicles so as not to exceed the capacity of 
the freeway. In fixed time ramp metering the rate of release of 
vehicles entering the freeway is pre- determined by an estimate of 
expected conditions. This estimate is based on past data of the 
freeway operating characteristics at various periods of time. There 
may be different rates for use during various time periods, but 
these rates are not variable as traffic conditions change 
unexpectedly. 
When it has been determined that a bottleneck exists on a 
freeway and control measures are necessary to limit the demand 
upstream from the bottleneck, ramp metering may be implemented when 
the inability to completely eliminate access to the freeway at the 
location prohibits closure, leaving ramp metering as a control 
alternative (8). The demand is not eliminated by metering , but it is 
reduced to a level that may be accommodated without producing 
congestion, thereby reducing overall corridor travel time. 
The equipment necessary to implement fixed time ramp metering 
consists of a standard traffic signal, controller and a loop detector 
placed before the stop line . The operation of this system is similar 
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to simple metering , with one modification. Instead of using a 
second detector to determine the time the next ramp vehicle will be 
allowed to pass the stop line, a fixed time period is used to control 
the light. 
O. Capacity-Demand Traffic Responsive Ramp Metering 
As compared to fixed time ramp metering, capacity-demand 
metering represents a more sophisticated form of ramp metering. 
Capacity-demand ramp metering was designed to respond to changes in 
freeway traffic conditions as they occur (8). This is accomplished 
by counting vehicles on the freeway with the use of loop detectors 
located on the freeway upstream of the ramp and relaying this 
information to a controller which makes decisions as when to release 
ramp vehicles, which are waiting at the stop line . The decision 
criteria required consists of selecting metering rates to go along 
with the capacity of the freeway, as measured by the loop detectors. 
A representative capacity-demand system used in California responds 
to changing freeway densities and computes the best entrance ramp 
flow rate. As the freeway density varies , this system allows ramp 
traffic flows of 10 cars per minute , eight cars per minute , six cars 
per minute, four cars per minute or continuous flow with the traffic 
signal fixed in the green mode (10). 
The equipment necessary to implement capacity-demand traffic 
responsive ramp metering sys t ems consists of a standard traffic 
signal; controller and a minimum of three loop detectors. Two loop 
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detectors are placed upstream of the ramp on a lane of tQe freeway, 
usually the center lane . For more accurate measurements of freeway 
vehicle densities, two detectors could be placed in each one of the 
freeway. The last loop detector is placed before the stop line. 
The operation of this system is similar to fixed time ramp 
mete~ing, with one basic modification. Instead of using a fixed 
metering time, different metering times are implemented thru 
continuous monitoring of the freeway traffic to regulate the vehicle 
ramp traffic, thus approaching the concept of a "closed- loop" control 
system. 
E. Gap-Acceptance Traffic Responsive Ramp Metering 
The philosophy of gap-acceptance traffic responsive ramp 
metering is to minimize the intervehicular interference at freeway 
entrance ramps, thus reducing the poss1bility of rear end collisions 
at the ramp me rge point, thereby r educing the tension of merging 
drivers, and preventing shock waves from developing on the freeway 
(II). This is accomplished by measuring gaps on the extreme right 
lane of the freeway upstream of the ramp and projecting these gaps 
to the merge point. When a previously specified acceptable gap is 
measured on the freeway, a ramp vehicle waiting at the stop line is 
rele as ed, based on the assumpt ion that when the ramp vehicle reaches 
the merge point, the de t ecte d gap will also be the r e . The ramp 
vehicle s hould the n be able to fit eas ily into this gap (a). 
An example of gap-acceptance traffic r esponsive ramp metering 
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is shown in Figure 1. In the top frame of this figure a previously 
specified acceptable gap is detected , and one vehicle at the ramp 
stop signal is released. In the second frame the acceptable gap 
has moved closer to the merge point, and the ramp vehicle has moved 
closer to the merge point. In the bottom frame the ramp vehicle 
easily fits into the gap, with no required sudden acceleration or 
deacceleration. The use of this method of ramp metering provides a 
valuable aid to the merging driver (12). 
The equipment necessary to implement gap-acceptance traffic 
responsive ramp metering consists of a traffic signal, controller and 
a minimum of four loop detectors. A minimum of two loop detectors 
are placed upstream of the ramp on the outside lane of the freeway. 
These detectors must be placed far enough upstream of the merging 
point to allow enough lead time for projection of a gap to the 
controller and for the acceleration and travel time of the ramp 
vehicle to meet the gap as it arrives at the merge point (8). One 
loop detector is placed before the stop line and the traffic signal 
is placed behind the stop line. The last loop detector is placed at 
the ramp nose just before the minimum merge point . 
The system operates similar to the case of simple metering, as 
discussed earlier, with one addition. The ramp vehicles are released 
from the stop line when an acceptable gap is measured upstream and 
only after the previous ramp vehicle has merged. In gap-acceptance 
traffic responsive ramp metering it is assumed that if a vehicle is 
given the green light at the stop line , nothing will interfere with 
• 
DETECTIOHOF ACCEPTAalE CAP 
DETECTOR 
!'ROJECTION Of ACCEPTAaLE GAP 
-- ------- ------ ---- -- -- ---
DFfECTOR 
VE~ICl.E MERGE 
Fig_ 1. The workings of a typical 
Gap-Acceptance Traffic Responsive Ramp Metering 
System 
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its merging process. Similar to simple ramp metering, if a vehicle 
is stopped in the merge area , the next ramp vehicle will not 
receive a green light until the stopped vehicle has found a gap and 
merged ca} . 
F. Moving Merge Traffic Responsive Ramp Metering 
The moving merge traffic r esponsi ve ramp metering system 
operates as a merging control system without stopping all vehicles 
unless required by heavy freeway traffic. Moving merge ramp 
metering systems operate in the moving mode during light and 
moderate freeway volumes and they operate in the stopped mode during 
peak periods of heavy freeway volume flow. The principle advantage 
I 
of moving merge ramp metering systems over previously discussed 
I ramp control systems is that moving merge systems allow dynamic 
vehicle guidance between the time the vehicle leaves the stop line 
and reaches the merge point. The other ramp control systems 
previously discussed use traffic signals only at the stop l ine to 
~ communicate gap information to drivers (13) . 
The followjng reasons contribute to the high accident rate 
and to why drivers experience difficulties while merging (14): 
a) poor visibility caused by obstructions to vision, or adverse 
weather which keeps the driver on the entrance ramp from seeing 
gaps in freeway traffic, b) the driver on the entrance ramp must 
monitor many vehicles on the freeway, c) the entrance ramp driver 
has difficulty in estimating accurately the speed of vehicles on 
\ 
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the freeway, d} the entrance ramp driver must also monitor other 
vehicles on the entrance ramp, which may be stopped ahead at the 
merge point, e) a short acceleration lane increases the number of 
accidents , as an acceleration lane of less than 200 feet in length 
has 60% more accidents than one of over 700 feet. 
Moving merge traffic response ramp metering systems , which 
greatly simplify the judgment required by the driver and practically 
eliminate the need to see the gap until the vehicle reaches the 
merge line, obviously posses great potential for reducing severe 
merging accidents (8). 
Two different moving merge ramp metering systems have been 
tried to date , the Pacer System and the Green Band System (13). 
The Pacer System is a closed loop metering system which uses loop 
detectors upstream of the merge point on the outside lane of the 
freeway to detect freeway gaps _ At the same time loop detectors on 
the entrance ramp detect ramp vehicles_ A computer than matches 
ramp vehicles with acceptable freeway gaps_ If an acceptable gap 
is found a single green light starting at the ramp entrance will 
lead the ramp vehicle to the merge point_ If no acceptable gap is 
found for the ramp vehicle, a red light will appear at the stop line , 
and will change to green and l ead the vehicle to the merge point for 
the next acceptable gap. If the vehicle is past the stop line and 
the gap closes up then the moving green light will be turned off, and 
a "merge with caution" sign will be illuminated just before the merge 
point on the ramp. If a ramp vehicle stops or stays at the merge 
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/ point IGnger than 10 seconds, the system will try to stop all 
( following ramp vehicles at the stop line, by turning on a red light at the stop line. This system will also turn off the moving green 
light for vehicles past the stop line , and illuminate the "merge 
with caution" sign. When the stopped vehicle merges, the system 
wil l start up again (13). In Figure 2, a plan view of the Pacer 
\ 
\ 
System is given in which the location of all driver communications 
elements are shown. 
The Green Band System is an open-loop control system concept 
which uses loop detectors upstream of the merge point on the outside 
lane of the freeway to detect freeway gaps . A computer than lights 
J 
up florescent lights along the inside of the ramp to follow the gap . 
I 
The Green Band System is an open-loop control system because the 
flourescent lights are displayed independent of the ramp vehicles _ 
With the Pacer System the ramp vehicle driver only knew a gap exists, 
with the Green Band System, the lights are the same length of the gap, 
so the ramp vehicle driver now knows the length of the gap. In the 
Green Band System two loop detectors are placed on the ramp , one 
before the stop line and one before the merge point. For gaps that 
close up or ramp vehicles that have stopped at the merge point, the 
Green Band System will respond in a manner similar to that of the 
Pacer System by extinguishing the displayed lights and activating 
the "merge with caution" s ign (13). Figure 3 shows a plan view of 
the Green Band System in which the location of all driver 
communications elements are given . 
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Fig. 3 . Plan View of Green Band System 
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( The equipment necessary to implement either the Pacer or 
I Green Band concepts of moving merge traffic responsive control systems 
consists of loop detectors, a control computer, a traffic signal , a 
black out "merge with caution" sign and numerous single green light 
traffic signals (for Pacer) of flourescent lights with green filters 
(for Green Band). For both systems , loop detectors are spaced all 
/ along the outs·ide lane of the freeway from upstream to the merge 
point, the traffic signal is placed past the stop line , and the 
"merge with caution" sign is placed before the merge point on the 
ramp . For the Pacer System loop detectors are placed all along the 
entrance ramp, and for the Green Band System two loop detectors are 
I placed on the entrance ramp, one before the stop line and one 
before the merge point. The single g r een traffic signals or 
flourescent lights are placed all along the inside of the ramp. 
Only two locations in the United States to date have implemented 
the Pacer or Green Band Systems . The first installation and testing 
of the Pacer and Green Band System was on the Route 38 entrance 
ramp to Route 128, Southbound in woburn, Massachusetts. At this 
location, the Pacer System was first installed in 1970 and after a 
test period of 2 months, it was replaced with the Green Band System. 
After a test period of 2 months for the Green Band System, the system 
was removed and questionnaires were handed out to ramp vehicle 
drivers . Based on the responses from the questionnaires and the 
operation of the Pacer and Green Band Systems in the Massachusetts 
test, the following five significant statements can be made about 
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moving merge control systems (13): 1) moving merge control systems 
are technically feasible; 2) approximately 80 percent o£ drivers 
feel such systems are beneficial; 3) merging positions for ramp 
vehicles are improved; 4) drivers prefer the somewhat simpler 
Green Band System which is also the more economical system; 5) The 
Green Band System deserves further fi e ld test evaluation. 
Based on the findings of the Massachusetts test, the next step 
in the development of moving merge control systems was to install the 
preferred Green Band System on a ramp which was experiencing serious 
merging problems. The Ashley Street entrance ramp to Interstate 75 
in Tampa , Florida was selected for this next experimental instal-
lation of the Green Band System. This system in Tampa was started 
in full operation in July of 1974 , after a 6 month period of 
collection of "before system" or baseline ramp operations data. 
Testing continued through early 1975 , and a final evaluation of 
the system is expected by the fall of 1975 (13) . 
For all methods of ramp metering, an extra loop detector can 
be added at the entrance of the ramp . This loop detector is used to 
detect ramp queues which extend back, blocking the arterial street . 
If this happens the metering system being used can be configured to 




IV. OTHER METHODS USED TO ALLEVIATE TRAFFIC CONGESTION 
A. Contra-Flow Bus Lanes 
During peak periods , highway facilities often have a 
directional imbalance in traffi c f l ow s uch that one or more inside 
l anes in the off peak (contra-flow) direction can be r eserved for 
buses. This would be particularly effective on freeways in large 
cities carrying heavy volumes toward the central business district 
in the morning and outward in the evening . This approach offers 
substantial improvement in the efficiency of existing highways at a 
low capital cost and the possible e limination or postponement of the 
need for expanding freeway capacity by means of construction (16). 
The operation of contra- flow bus lanes can become compl icat ed 
if the buses cannot cross the freeway median to get into and out of 
the special lane (17) . The equipment needed for implementation of a 
contra-flow bus lane includes; signs installed overhead the contra-
flow lanes stating the hours of the day the lane will be used , rubber 
cones placed between the traffic l anes and contra-flow lanes, and 
crossover lanes installed in the median. The operating and 
maintenance costs involved in setting up a contra-flow operation are 
small compared with the costs of other alternatives for expanding the 
people moving capacity of a freeway (16). 
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• B. Special Car Pooling and Bus Lanes 
An existing freeway traffic lane reserved for the exclusive 
use of buses can increase the people moving capacity of the l ane by 
several orders of magnitude. It has been demonstrated that an 
exclusive bus lane can accommodate peak hour volumes of over 25 , 000 
passengers. In contrast only 2,600 persons per hour is the maximum 
volume that can be expected under ideal conditions on a mixed 
traffic lane without buses, given that the average occupancy rate 
is 1 . 3 persons per vehicle during rush periods (16). 
People moving capacity can also be increased by giving car-
pools of three or more persons access to the reserved bus lane. 
In this way, the efficiency of both the bus facility and the lanes 
serving mixed traffic can be improved (16). 
Care must be taken when planning for an exclusive bus lane , 
as a feasibility study of an exclusive bus lane on the San Francisco-
Oakland Bay Bridge concluded that the savings to busses of two to 
four minutes for the five mile section of freeway on the exclusive 
bus lane will increase delays to the vehicle traffic in the remaining 
four lanes of the freeway. This loss to the vehicle traffic will far 
exceed the savings to the bus traffic (18). Needed for implementation 
of a special car pooling and bus lane are signs installed overhead 
the lane stating the hours of the day the lane will be used as an 
exclusive car pooling and bus lane. 
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• C. Concept of Staggered Hours 
By having people start work at different times of the day, 
the demand for use of a freeway could be spread over a longer period 
of time , thus relieving peak period congestion. Along with the 
advantages gained using staggered hours , are s e veral disadvantages 
(7): a) it may be essential in some areas of employment for 
everyone to work the same hour; b) staggering hours could adversely 
affect the use of carpools, and result in an increase in total 
vehicle miles of travel and a decrease in average vehicle occupancy ; 
c) some vehicles in the system (traffic for shopping, business, 
school and social trips) cannot be regulated by staggering hours. 
The University of Arizona conducted a study to determine the 
extent to which traffic loads could be distributed over a longer 
period of time (19). Results of the study indicate that staggering 
hours is technically feasible, but in larger cities to spread the 
demand over a long enough period to cause a significant reduction in 
the traffic demand on a freeway would cause too long a spread in time. 
In medium size cities staggering hours would have to take place over 
a 2 to 3 hour period to accomplish significant reductions in freeway 
demand during the peak period conges tion . 
D. The Concept of Economi c Constraint 
Economic constraint i s a method of controlling the freeway 
volume by imposing a taIlor other user charge that is so high , the 
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user w£ll attempt to find alternative modes of less expensive 
transportation . One disadvantage of this concept is that it lets 
the rich use the freeway and forces the poor to use mass 
transportation facilities or form carpools (7). 
Two methods proposed for imposing economic constraint include 
(7): a) place tollgates to all freeway entrance ramps, and b) 
provide free mass transportation facilities so the driver has a 
choice of spending money to drive, or travel on a free transit 
system. All economic constraints should cause a reduction in 
freeway demand, and if stringent enough, enable the freeway to 
handle vehicle flow within its capacity. In the long run, any 
urban area imposing economic constraint such as toll charges is 
likely to contribute to the decline of the central business district 
and promote greater decentralization (7). 
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V. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF A RAMP CONTROL SYSTE>l 
A. Introduction To The Model 
Two different forms of ramp control, simple metering and 
fixed time metering are compared to an uncontrolled freeway 
entrance ramp in a computer model written in the IBM General Purpose 
Simulation System Language, GPSS/360 (20) . The three situations 
treated by this model are: Case I - Uncontrolled Ramp (no 
metering) , Case II - Simple Metering, and Case III - Fixed Time 
Ramp Metering. 
This model deals strictly with traffic in the vicinity of 
the ramp and does not show the pOSitive effects of ramp metering, 
such as the potential for relieving of freeway congestion or the 
expected speed increase of vehicles on the freeway_ For the same 
freeway utilization and ramp vehicle arrival rates, this model is 
designed to predict the time a vehicle spends from when it enters 
the ramp to the moment it merges into a gap in the freeway , and 
the number of vehicles on the ramp for the three cases outlined 
above. Comparisons of the relative effectiveness of the three 
cases are then possible. The model collects statistics on: 
1. Travel time from ramp entrance to the 
stop line (by ramp signal) 
2. Time waiting in the queue by the ramp signal 
3. Number of vehicles waiting in the queue by 
the ramp signal 
4. Travel time from the stop line to the merge point 
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5. Time waiting in the queue by the merge point 
6 , Number of vehicles waiting in the queue by 
the merge point 
7. Tbtal time in the system for each vehicle 
For Case I - The uncontrolled ramp , since no ramp signal or 
stop line exists, no statistics are collected for the time waiting 
or number of vehicles waiting in the queue by the stop line. Also 
both travel times (from ramp entrance to stop line and stop line 
to merge point) are combined into one statistic, total ramp travel 
time. A pictorial representation of where the statistics are 
collected on the ramp for Case I and Cases II and III is give in 
Figure 4 . 
The length of the ramp from the ramp entrance to the merge 
point, for all three parts of the model is assumed to be 500 feet . 
For simple metering, the stop line is located on the ramp 375 feet 
past the ramp entrance, and for fixed time ramp metering the stop 
line is located 200 feet past the ramp entrance. The length of the 
freeway ramp is based on the fact that in most applications of 
fixed time ramp metering the stop line is approximately 200 feet 
past the entrance of the ramp, to provide adequate storage for 
vehicles waiting in the queue at the stop line (21). The distance 
from the stop line to merge point for most applications of fixed 
time ramp metering is 300 feet or more (22). The combination of the 
two distances make up the length of the ramp to be used in this 
simulation (200 feet + 300 feet = 500 feet) . In the case of simple 
metering, the applications in Atlanta used a distance of 125 feet 
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Fig . 4 . --Location of Statistics Collected in the 
Model. (Statistics on the number of vehicles waiting 
in a queue are collected at the same location as the 
time wai tiog in a queue . ) 
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between the stop line and the merge point (9). The storage 
available for vehicles waiting in the queue at the stop line for 
simple metering is equal to the length of the ramp (500 feet) minus 
the distance from the stop line to the merge point (125 feet) , or 
375 feet . 
Simulation is a technique that provides an effective means 
for testing and eValuation on a proposed system configuration 
without any direct action on the actual system. In most cases a 
simulation is a symbolic representation of a system as in the case 
with General Purpose Simulation System. The General Purpose 
Simulation System language is described by a small set of abstract 
elements called "entities" . Entities are divided into six classes: 
dynamic, equipment, statistical, operational, computational, and 
reference (20). 
The dynamic entities in GPSS are called "transactions". 
These represent the unit of traffic, such as vehicles . They are 
created and destroyed by the use of generate blocks and terrndnate 
blocks, as required during the simulation run, and can be thought of 
as causing actions to occur while moving through the system (20) . 
Equipment entities represent elements of system equipment 
that are acted upon by transactions. 'I'hese include "facilities " 
and "logic switches". A facility may be used by one , and only one, 
transaction at any particular instant in time . Transactions enter 
a facility through a seize block and l eave through a release block . 
Logic switches are provided to control flow of transactions . Logic 
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switches ~ay be set on or off by transactions , and subsequently 
tested by other transactions to control flow (20l. 
In order to ~asure system behavior, two types of statistical 
entiti es are provided "queues" and "tables". Each queue maintains a 
list of transactions delayed at one or more points in the system, and 
keeps a record of the average number of transactions delayed and the 
length of these delays. Transactions enter a queue through a queue 
block and leave through a depart block. A table may be used to 
collect any sort of frequency distribution desired. Data is entered 
into a table thru a tabulate block and the frequency distribution 
desired is listed on the table statement (20) . 
Operational entities, called "blocks " instruct the trans-
actions where to go and what to do next. These blocks include : 
advance , transfer , assign, test, and gate . The advance block 
delays transactions in the course of their progress through the 
simulation. The flow of transactions through blocks is normally 
sequential. The transfer block is used to direct the transaction 
to a non sequential next block. Assign blocks are used to enter 
values into a parameter field of a transaction block. The test 
block acts similar to a transfer block in some cases. A condition 
must be met by the transaction which is entering the test block , 
to continue to the next sequential block, but if this condition is 
not met , the transaction will be transferred to a non sequential 
next block. ~e gate block is used to test the status of items 
of equipment. If a condition tested is met, the transaction is 
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allowed' to enter the gate block . Otherwise , the transaction is 
refused entry to the block until the condition is met. Once a 
transaction is admitted to the gate block, it proceeds in the 
normal manner (20) . 
Computational entities consist of "variables" and "functions ". 
A function is a numerical value that is computed from a rule that 
specifies a unique mathematical r elationship between the independen t 
variable and the dependent variable. A variable statement is a 
mathematical interrelationship between system variables (20) . 
Reference entities consist of savevalues. Savevalue blocks 
store system variables (20). 
B. Freeway Vehicle Generation 
In order for the ramp vehicle to merge in to the freeway 
traffic, vehicles are generated on the outside lane of the freeway . 
The freeway vehicles are generated at a rate of 1 300 vehicles per 
hour from a distribut i on function representative of medium traffic 
flow . 
This function is the cumulative distribution of the h istogram 
of vehicle headways for the outside l ane of a freeway, as given in 
Table 1. The histogram was obtained from headway data measured on 
Interstate 75 on July 31, 1974, from 7:02 a . m. to 7:17 a .m. , in 
Tampa, Florida (15). 
All three cases of the model use the same freeway vehicl e 




Histogram of Freeway Vehicle Headways 
Number of observations = 237 . 00 
Maximum value observed = 16.74 
Minimum value observed = 0.36 
Mean va~ue of data = 3.75 .. . -
Varianc e or data = 11.13 
Standard deviation of data = 3.34 
Histogram cell width = 2.00 
Class Number CUm Cum Frequency Distribution 
Upper In Total Per (Each star = 4 . 00 
Limit Class Cases Cent observations) 
2.00 157 157 66.24 *********************** 
4.00 34 191 80.59 ********* 
6.00 21 212 89 . 45 **** 
8.00 11 223 94.09 ._-
10.00 3 226 95.36 .-
12.00 6 232 97.89 • 
14.00 4 236 99.53 • 
16.00 1 237 100.00 
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Fig. S.--Flowchart of the 
freeway vehicle (gap ) generating 
section of the model. 
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model works as follows. One transaction is generated at the 
beginning of the simulation . This transaction is then considered 
to be a vehicle gap and sets logic switch 1. Later in the program, 
logic switch 1 is used by ramp vehicles as they attempt to merge 
onto the freeway. Next , the current value of time on the internal 
clock is stored in savevalue 1 for future reference , and the 
vehicle gap is advanced an amount, thru the use of a random number , 
picked from the distribution function (from Table 1) minus .4 seconds. 
This amount of time is stored in savevalue 2. 
Vehicle headways represent the time gap in seconds between 
the rear bumper of a vehicle and rear bumper of the following 
vehicle. In this program, the headway is converted to a vehicle gap 
and a vehicle. This is accomplished by subtracting from the headway 
the time required for a vehicle to pass the merge point (0.4 seconds) , 
and setting this equal to the vehicle gap . The time required for a 
vehicle to pass the merge point is calculated by dividing the average 
velocity of vehicles in the right lane of the freeway by the average 
length of a vehicle, (72.3 ft/Sec / 17.5 ft = 0.4 seconds). The 
average length of domestic passenger cars was 17.5 feet in 1960 (16). 
The average velocity of vehicles on the right lane of the freeway, as 
used in this model is 72 . 3 ft/Sec (15). 
After the allocated time , that the vehicle gap is advanced, 
has elapsed , logic switch 1 is placed in a reset state , which 
indicates the vehicle gap has passed the entrance ramp merge point . 
Now the freeway vehicle must pass the merge point , and the freeway 
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vehicle (behind the gap) is advanced 0.4 seconds. This transaction 
is transferred to the statement which sets logic switch I. and the 
process starts over again with the length of a new vehicle gap 
drawn from Table 1 . This process repeats itself for the life of the 
model . 
For a better comparison of the three cases , the model is 
simulated at different freeway volumes. Besides the empirical 
headway distribution of 1300 vehicles per hour, three theoretical 
Erlang headway distributions representative of 800, 1200, and 1500 
vehicles per hour are used in the model. The Erlang distribution 
9i ven below, 
f(t) ~ 
a 
(qa) ta-1 e-aqt 
(a-I) ! 
where q = rate of freeway flow 
a = constant parameter 
was picked as the logical choice, because the Negative Exponential 
distribution, well established in the description of traffic 
headways is considered a special case of the Elang. ~~reover, 
use of the Erlang distribution affords the opportunity of considering 
the distribution of vehicles for all cases between randomness (a=l) 
to complete uniformity (a=m) (17). The values of the 800 , 1200 , and 
1500 vehicles per hour, were choosen as representative of low , medium 
and high freeway volumes . The cumulative Erlang distributions for the 




CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTIONS OF FREEWAY VEHICLE HEADWAYS , 
AS GENERATED BY THE ERLANG DISTRIBUTION 
800 1200 1500 
VPH VPH VPH 
Class Cum Cum Cum 
Upper Per Per Per 
Limit Cent Cent Cent 
0.41 1.60 0.00 0.00 
0.60 3.50 2.00 2.00 
0.80 6.00 4.00 5.00 
1.00 9.00 7.50 9 . 50 
1.50 18.00 19.00 24.00 
2.00 26.00 30.00 45.00 
3.00 40.00 50.00 75.00 
4.00 59.50 72.00 90 . 00 
5.00 74.00 85.00 98.00 
6.00 80.00 92.50 100.00 
7.00 87.00 96.25 
8.00 91.50 98.50 




C. Case I-Merging Operations At An Uncontrolled Ramp 
Ramp vehicles are generated at the ramp entrance for all three 
cases of the computer simulation. The ramp vehicles are generated 
from a fixed distribution of vehicle interarrival times, given in 
Table 3. This data was obtained by actual measurement of field 
conditions at a representative entrance ramp location (15). 
Once a vehicle is generated, the length of the queue at the 
merge point i s tented. If two or less vehicles are waiting in the 
queue, it is assumed in the model that when the ramp vehicle reaches 
the merg'e point the queue will be empty. For this situation the 
vehicle is advanced an amount of time generated from an appropriate 
distribution of ramp travel times (Table 4) from entrance ramp to 
merge points. If more than two vehicles are waiting in the queue, 
it is assumed in the model that the ramp vehicl e will have to wait 
in the queue at the merge point . The vehicle is advanced similar 
to the situation with no queue at the merge point , with the 
addition of five seconds added to the number picked from the 
distribution of travel times. This five seconds is an average 
additional travel time necessitated by the ramp vehicle slowing 
down to stop at the queue by the merge point. 
The travel times used in this model were derived from a 
differential equation relating ramp vehicle acceleration and 
velocity. The equation is 





DISTRIBUTION OF INTERARRIVAL TIMES 









12 .0 69.6 
16.0 71.7 
20.0 76.1 













RAMP TRAVEL TIMES I N SECONDS 
Cum Uncontrolled Ramp Si mpl e Meteri~ Fixed Time Me t erinq 
Per t otal to stop to merge o stop to merge 
Cent travel l ine I point l ine poin t 
0.0 9.85 8 . 46 4.78 6.09 7.52 
5.0 9 . 99 8 . 57 4.84 6.17 7. 62 
10 . 0 10 . 13 8.70 4 .91 6 . 26 7. 73 
15.0 10.28 8.82 4.98 6.35 7.84 
20 . 0 10 . 43 8.95 5.05 6.44 7. 96 
25.0 10 .60 9 . 09 5 . 13 6. 54 8 . 08 
30 . 0 10.76 9 . 23 5.21 6.64 8.21 
35.0 10 . 94 9 . 38 5. 29 6.74 8 . 34 
40 . 0 11.13 9.54 5 . 38 6.86 8.48 
45 . 0 11. 32 9.71 5.47 6.97 8 . 63 
50 . 0 11.53 9 . 88 5 .56 7.10 8 . 78 
55.0 1 1. 75 10.07 5.66 7 . 23 8.94 
60 . 0 11.98 10 . 26 5.77 7 . 37 9 .12 
65 . 0 1 2.22 10.47 5.88 7. 5 1 9 . 30 
70.0 12 . 48 10 . 69 6 . 00 7. 67 9 . 49 
75.0 12.76 10.93 6.13 7 .83 9 . 70 
80.0 13.05 11. 1 7 6.27 8 . 00 9 . 92 
85.0 13.37 11.44 6.41 8 . 19 10 .15 
90 . 0 13.71 11. 73 6.57 8 .39 10 . 40 
95 . 0 14.07 12.04 6.73 8 . 61 1 0 . 68 
100.0 1 4.47 1 2 . 37 6 . 91 8 . 84 10 . 9 7 
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.. 
where A = Initial Acceleration 
B = Slope 
Solving the differential equation leads to an expression relating 
the ramp travel time, T, to the required ramp length , L. That is , 
L ~ -Bt Bt - 1 + e 
For the uncontrolled ramp, L = 500 feet, A ranged from 4 . 0ft/sec/sec 
to 8. Oft/sec/sec, with B = 1/24, yielding values for T. The results 
are given in Table 4, with A being normalized to give probabilities 
between 0 and 100 percent . 
After the time is advanced, the actual number of vehicles in 
the queue by the merge point is stored in the second parameter of 
the vehicles transaction. Next the vehicle enters the queue by 
the merge point. Once the vehicle becomes the first in the queue , 
its second parameter is tested to determine if the vehicle is 
stopped or not. If the second parameter is zero or one , it is 
assumed the vehicle is moving. If the second parameter contains 
any value greater than or equal to two, it is assumed the vehicle 
is stopped. 
If the vehicle is stopped , it is transferred to a section 
of the simulation program which deals with ramp vehicles merging 
from a standing start. The section on vehicles merging from a 
moving start is identical to the section on vehicles merging from 
a standing start with the exception of using different minimum gap 
acceptance functions, hence, only one section will be explained. 
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The vehicle is now ready to merge into the freeway traffic. 
The vehicle now enters a gate block, which tests logic switch 1 . 
Logic switch 1 is manipulated in the freeway vehicle section of the 
model . If logic switch 1 is set, then a vehicle gap is at the merge 
point and the vehicle passes the gate block . If logic switch 1 is 
in a reset mode, a freeway vehicle is passing the merge point , and 
the vehicle must wait at the gate block for the next freeway gap. 
After the vehicle passes the gate block, the current internal clock 
time is stored in savevalue 3 . Then the remaining length of the 
freeway gap in tenths of seconds is determined from savevalues I , 2 
and 3. Savevalue 1 subtracted from savevalue 3 gives the time 
since the freeway gap first entered the merge point. This time 
subtracted from savevalue 2, the time length of the freeway gap , 
gives the gap remaining at the merge point . To determine if a 
driver will accept this remaining gap , a number is picked from the 
cumulative distribution function of minimum acceptable gaps from 
Table 5, using the remaining gap as input to the table. 
One technique used to measure minimum acceptable gaps , 
samples drivers who have rejected at least one gap before merging 
and is based on the reasonable assumption that the driver' s 
critical gap must lie somewhere between the largest gap he 
rejected and the gap he finally accepted (17) . Using this 
technique, the minimum acceptable gap for drivers entering the 
Ashley street entrance ramp to Interstate 75 in Tampa , Florida, was 




CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE GAP SIZES 
For Noving Starts For Standing Starts 
Upper Cum Upper CUm 
Class Per Class Per 
Limit (sec) Cent Limit (sec) Cent 
2.0 20.2 3.7 20.2 
3.0 37.1 5.6 37 .1 
4.0 55.7 7.4 55 .7 
5.0 69.9 9.3 69.9 
6.0 80 . 9 11. 2 80.0 
7.0 88.0 13.1 88.0 
8.0 93.4 14.9 93.4 
9.0 95.6 16.8 95.6 
10.0 96.1 18.7 96.1 
11.0 96.7 20.6 96.7 
12.0 97.3 22 . 4 100.0 
15.0 98.3 
16.0 99.4 
20 . 0 100.0 
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the gap finally accepted, and calling this the minimum acceptable 
gap. This data was used in the simulation to generate a probability 
distribution for the minimum acceptable gaps of vehicles merging 
from a moving start. The distribution of minimum acceptable gaps 
for vehicles merging from a standing start is found by transforming 
the distribution of minimum acceptable gaps for vehicles merging 
from a moving start, a fixed amount. This amount the function is 




with GS = minimum acceptable gap from a standing start in seconds 
u = average vehicle velocity in the right lane 
of the freeway in ft/sec. 
Ur = average ramp vehicle velocity in ft/sec 
$ = angle between the ramp and the freeway in degrees 
GM = the minimum acceptable gap for a moving start in seconds 
The values used in solving the equation are given in Figure 6. 
Solving the equation, GS = 1.B7 GM, or the values of the minimum 
acceptable gap for a moving start are multiplied by 1 . 87 to get the 
values for the minimum acceptable gaps for standing starts. Both 
distributions of minimum acceptable gaps are given in Table 5. 
The number picked from the distribution of minimum acceptable 
gaps i s now compared to a random number. If the random number is 
less than or equal to the number picked from the distribu'tion of 
minimum acceptable gaps, then the vehicle accepts the gap. If not, 
logic switch 1 is reset and the vehicle is transferred to the gate 
.. 








block to wait for the next freeway gap . Once the vehicle accepts 
a freeway gap, it leaves the queue at the merge point , and the 
transaction is terminated. The flow chart for this case , is given 
in Figure 7, and the program listing is given in Appendix B. The 
notation used in the computer listing is given in Appendix A. 
O. Case II - Simple Ramp Hetering 
Ramp vehicles are generated at the ramp entrance, using the 
distribution of vehicles interarrival times, given in Table 3. It 
is assumed all vehicles will stop at the ramp signal , so the vehicles 
are advanced an amount of time representing the travel time from 
ramp entrance to stop line, (Table 4) plus an additional five 
seconds. Next the vehicles enter the queue at the ramp signal. A 
facility is used to simulate the ramp signal , as a facility may be 
used by only one transaction at any instant in time. Vehicles 
enter the facility through a seize block. If a vehicle is past 
the stop line (has entered the seize block), but it has not yet 
merged into a gap in the freeway, all other vehicles will not be 
allowed to pass through the seize block, and will wait in the queue 
at the seize block (stop line). Once a vehicle passes through the 
seize block it departs the queue at the ramp signal. Next the 
vehicle advances an amount of time representing the travel time 
from stop line to merge point (Table 4). Now the vehicle enters 
the queue at the merge point. In simple metering, it is assumed 
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Fig . 7.--Flow Chart of Case I - Uncontrolled ~np 
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the freeway , since there can be no one in the queue ahead of the 
vehicle at the merge point . The process of accepting a gap is 
identical to the process used for Case I, for accepting a gap from 
a moving start. Once a vehicle accepts a gap in the freeway, it 
releases the facility , leaves the queue at the merge point , and the 
vehicle transacti on is terminated . A flow chart for Case I I is 
given in Figure 8 and a program listing is given in Appendix C. 
E. Case III - Fixed Time Ramp Metering 
In Case III of the model, a special section was added for the 
ramp control signal. The metering rate used in this section is 1 
car released at the stop line every 10 seconds. This cycle length 
is computed by dividing the number of seconds in one hour (3600) 
by the maximum number of vehicles allowed to use the ramp in one 
hour to achieve non breakdown operation on the freeway (no bottle-
necKs). In this model a merging volume of 360 ramp vehicl es per 
hour is used for computing the metering rate . Solving the above 
equation gives a cycle length of 10 seconds . A 1 second green 
phase and a 9 second red phase is used in this model . 
The ramp control section generates one transaction at the 
beginning of the simulation. This transaction sets logic switch 5 , 
which is used later in the model. Now the transaction is advanced 
1 second , for the green light duration. After the a l located time 
has elapsed , logic switch 5 is reset. Then the transaction is 

























elapsed, the transaction is transfered to the statement which sets 
logic switch 5 , and the process starts over. The flow chart for this 
section of the mode l is given in Figure 9 . The process listed 
above repeats itself for the life of the model. 
For Case III - Fixed Time Ramp Metering , ramp vehicles are 
generated at the ramp entrance from a distribution of vehicle 
interarrival times , given in Table 3. It is assumed all vehicles 
will stop at the ~p signal, so the vehicles are advanced an amount 
of time representing the travel time fran ramp entrance to stop 
line , (Table 4 ) plus five seconds. Next the vehicle enters the 
queue at the ramp signal. The vehicle now attempts to enter a 
gate block, which tests logic switch 5. If logic switch 5 is set , 
the vehicle passes the gate block. If logic switch 5 is reset, 
the vehicle must wait at the stop line (gate block) until the ramp 
signal changes to green (set logic switch 5). Once a vehicle 
passes through the gate block, it resets logic switch 5 , so that 
only one vehicle will pass the stop line on a green light. Next 
the vehicle leaves the queue by the ramp signal. The remainder 
of this section of the model is identical to the uncontrolled ramp 
section of the model, with one exception. The vehicle is advanced 
only the time required to travel from the stop line to the merge 
point in this section of the model. In the uncontrolled section of 
the model, the vehicle is advanced a time required for the travel 
from the ramp entrance to the merge point . A flowchart of this 
section of the model is given in Figure 10 and a listing in Appendix D. 
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Fig. 9 . --Flow Chart of the 
Fixed Time Ramp Control Section 
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Fig . lO .--FIow Chart of Case III - Fixed Time Ramp Metering 
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VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Four different computer runs were made for each of the 
three cases. The runs varied only in the freeway vehicle headway 
distribution. The four runs include : 1) Empirical freeway 
vehicle headway distribution for medium freeway volume (1300 
vehicles per hour); 2) Theoretical Erlang freeway vehicle headway 
distribution for low freeway volume (800 vehicles per hour) ; 
3) Theoretical Erlang freeway vehicle distribution for medium 
freeway volume (1200 vehicles per hour); and 4) Theoretical Erlang 
freeway vehicle distribution for high freeway volume (1500 vehicles 
per hour). Each computer simulation represents 1 hour of real 
time freeway traffic conditions. 
In the real world situation , it is a fact that an uncontrolled 
ramp, as compared to ramps employing metering techniques, will show 
lower average ramp travel times per vehicle. For the model , as 
seen in Table 6, this does in fact hold true , as the average total 
time in the system for Case I , is less than the time for Case II or 
III , for each of the four runs. 
In Case II, due to its mode of operation with only one car 
at a time entering into the freeway, it would seem logical that the 
average total time in the system will be greater than the time for 
either Case I or Case III . From the information in Table 6 , it is 
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TIIBLE 6 
OUTPUT FROM '!HE MODEL , AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM TIMES I N SECONDS 
Total time in the sys tern: 
Average Maximum 
Empir ical Erlang Empiri cal Erlang 
M L M H M L M H 
Case 1 38 .7 19 . 9 29.4 55. 1 2 70 . 0 75 . 0 155 . 0 205. ( 
Case 2 125 . 0 66 . 9 106 . 4 198 . 3 270 . 0 150.0 205 . 0 340 . ( 
Case 3 61.8 50 . 9 5 4 . 9 63.4 200.0 105 .0 130 . 0 175.0 
Time waiting in queue by merge point : 
Average Maximum 
Empiri cal Erlang tEmpi r i cal Er l ang 
M L M H M L M H 
Case 1 12 . 0 6 . 3 16 . 9 35 . 5 27. 0 9 . 0 23 . 0 49.0 
Case 2 6 . 3 3 . 4 5 . 8 10 . 2 8 . 0 8.0 1 2.0 13 . 0 
tease 3 9 . 3 3 .7 7. 5 18 . 8 13 . 0 5 . 0 11. 0 25 . 0 
Time waiting in queue by stop line : 
Average 
Empir ical Erlang Empirical Erl ang 
M L M H M L M H 
Case 2 72.1 32 . 4 72 . 7 126 . 7 102 . 0 44 . 0 94 . 0 175.( 
ase 3 23 . 5 23 . 4 24.3 20.1 32.0 28 . 0 30 . 0 24.0 
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apparent that the average total time in the system for Case II, in 
all runs was greater than the times for Case I or Case III, and the 
above statement does in fact hold true. Also in Case II, the time 
waiting in the queue by the stop line is heavily influenced by the 
freeway volume, and it would appear that as the freeway volume 
increased, the time waiting in the queue by the stop line would 
also increase, but in a more rapid manner . 
For the low freeway volume of 800 vehicles per hour, the 
average time waiting in the queue by the stop line for case II is 
32.4 seconds . For the high freeway volume of 1500 vehicles per 
hour , the time increased to 126.7 seconds, or an increase of almost 
four times the low value. 
In an actual ramp metering project in California, for 
conditions of high freeway traffic flow, the average time waiting 
in the system is one and one-half minutes. 'nle maximum waiting 
time at the ramp was three and one-half minutes. These figures 
were given after six weeks of operation, as it took this long for 
drivers to stabilize their driving habits and adjust to the best 
alternate routes (10). 
In the model for conditions of high freeway volume, the 
average time in the system for Case III is 63.4 seconds. The 
maximum time in the sys t e m is 175 seconds or approximately thre e 
minutes. Thes e conditions r e flect the rea l world conditions, a s 
measure d in California . 
In the mode l s ince the dis tribution of ramp vehicle 
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intera~rival times stayed constant and the metering rate for 
Case III stayed constant, the time waiting in the queue by the 
stop line for case III also stayed reasonably constant as seen 
in Table 6. 
When comparing the empirical freeway distribution of medi \lID 
traffic flow to the theoretical Erlang freeway distributions, it 
can be seen in Table 6 that for the majority of the runs, the values 
from the empirical distribution of 1300 vehicles per hour , fits in 
place between the medium and high Erlang freeway distributions of 
1200 and 1500 vehicles per hour. 
This model has demonstrated results qualitatively consistent 
with actu.·, l traffic conditions thereby providing at least partial 
verification of the model. 
One noticable result of the model is the difference in the 
average number or vehicles waiting in the queue by the merge point. 
The number of vehicles waiting in this queue for Case I for the 
four runs averages 1.8 vehicles, which indicates most vehicles 
must merge from a standing start . For Case II, from its mode of 
operation there are no vehicles in the queue and most vehicles 
merge from a moving start. For Case III, this average is 0 . 7 
or like in Case II the majority of the vehicles merge fram a 
moving start. This would indicate the merging procedure is 
accomplished easier with ramp control. The averages of the four 
runs , for any case listed above , was found by taking the average 
of the average number of vehicles waiting in the queue at the 
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OUTPUT FROM THE MODEL, AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VEHICLES 
Number of vehicles in queue at merge point: 
Average Maximum 
Empirical Erlang Empirical Erlang 
M L M H M L M H 
tase 1 1.7 0.8 1 . 7 3 . 15.0 6 . 0 8.0 13.0 
ase 2 0.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0 . 0 
tase 3 0.6 0.2 0 . 5 1.4 7 . 0 3.0 4 . 0 6 . 0 
Number of vehicles in queue at stop line: 
Average Maximum 
Empirical Erlang Empirical Er lang 
M L M H M L M H 
tase 2 8 . 2 5.1 8.4 12 . 9 19. 0 13 . 0 18 . 0 23.0 
tase 3 2 . 6 2 . 9 2.8 1.7 12.0 10.0 11. 0 8.0 
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• 
VIl. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The simulation model discussed in this paper could be used 
to analyze an existing ramp site, and the resul ting output would 
possibly allow the refinement of the model to achieve a greater 
fidelity of representation of actual traffic conditions _ 
Additional development work could be done in the area of 
interfacing a system cost model to the existing model to provide 
a tool for automatically assessing the economic utility of ramp 
metering at a given site . Once this model is fully calibrated, 
the model could be exercised for a wide range of freeway and 
ramp traffic conditions . This output could then be used to 
develop a handbook which would be used by traffic professionals 
in the field without access to a computer facility. 
57 
• 















Distribution of interarrival times of 
vehicles arriving at the ramp entrance . 
Distribution of ramp vehicle travel 
time from the ramp entrance to the stop line . 
Distribution of ramp vehicle travel times 
from the stop line to the merge point. 
Distribution of total ramp vehicle travel 
times from ramp entrance to merge point 
(for Case I). 
Distribution of freeway vehicle headways 
for the right lane of the freeway. 
Distribution of minimum acceptable gap 
sizes for moving ramp vehicles 
Distribution of minimum acceptable gap 
sizes for stopped ramp vehicles 
Queue of vehicles waiting at the stop line. 
Queue of vehicles waiting at the merge point. 
GPSS Facility used to control simple 
metering rate (for Case II) . 
• 
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Appendix B: Listing of Computer Model for Case I -
Merging Operations at un Unc ontrolled 
Ramp 
'bOCK ~ "IIER 
1 
-LOC • 
DD[R.TyON 't8,e,D.rtf'O,K.l CO~"[Nrs 
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CASE T ~ UNCONTAOLlrn RlHP I ~O ~r.TERING I 
• • 
TR ANSAcTrONS IN THIS MOnrL REPRESENT - VEHICLES "N THE FR[EwAV 
- VfHICLE o,PS ON THE FMEF.V,v 
V[H el[S "N THE RAMP 
• CLOCk UNfTS IN THIS ~OOEl AEPR[SfNT TENTHS Of SECONDS • • • • 
.······V~RllqLE ,NO 'UNC'I~N DEflNITlo~~""'" • • 
I • 
VAR}AALE 
ViP I AtII.E 
VJRIlIILE 
XZ-UJ-1l11 
FN\TQV\T'I(SO'PI '''''Gap - 1(& 
,pqV[ FUNCTtnN AHZ.el1 
O.O.O . O/O.34 •• 20./0.41~.'OI/O.5qT.60!/01609 .AO!/O.~JO. IOOI/O.6q~.llO.' 
o.rll.1~~./O.7~1'7.00./O.1~ .2 20.10.~ 6.t&O,/O.~10.?80./O. IJ,J~Ool 
0.935.500,/0,05 .~'O./O.91~.560,/l.OOO.~~0. 
• 
'''\T F'IINC1TIlN fltrrI) . C71 
0. 0 . ",7/0.0~.140.110 .I. l)1 .1 /0 .15.1)J,11 0 .2.1JO.~/O.2~.ll7,61 
O.J.IZ,,~/ O ,,~.112.2/0.4.110.A/n.,~.111.5/0.5'115,J/O.S~'lll.21 
0.6.lll.lI 0 .~~.t09.''O.7.1n7.6In.15.106.010.A. 0'.J/O.8~ . 02.81 
0.9.10 I. '/0.9e; ,00,'1/1.1).08.0:. 
• 
G,PT F'tlNCTTO"l RN4 . !;9 
O.U.IO!0/O.~~7.?O.010'GO~t'0.0/0.A04.60.0/0.941.~O.O/O,954.110 . 01 
0 . 919. ?O.0/0.Qo~.140 . 0/1.00.I~o .0 
• 
'CPTI F' UNC1TnN 1I10 .C1 6 
O. ~ . 0.0/IP.O.O.O/ZO.O'102.1/30 .0tl'I. 6/'0.O.S51."50.0.~09.51 
60.0.80.!7110~O.819.8/80IU.O)4.4/90.0.956'l/lgO.O,961.1/110.0.961.21 
120.0.91 .1/1~0.0.98l.6/ 60 .0'99, .5/200.0 . 00 .0 
• 
,CPT2 FIINC1T"!'" III0 .C I3 
O.U.O.O/~5.0!OI0/Jl!'t'01,~/561?J'I.6/14.9'5~1.4/9J!6 .699,51 
lI2.3.8oo.11 ~ '118 Y,8/1~9.8, )4.4/168,5,956.3/187. ,9~ 1. 1 6 .00961.2/274, .1000.0 • • 
• •••• •• VEHICLES Olrrl "RfEW.V ••• • ••• • • 
GENER",!: h"t .. 2 
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J • 5 
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'" o 
l OPT lOGIC 5 ! ,CI .. ,VEV6lUF. 
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Appendix C: Listing of Computer Model for Case II -
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Appendix 0: Listing of Computer Model for Case III -
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Appendix E: Output for Cases I, II and III -
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• 
Appendix F: Output for Cases I, II and III , For the 
Theoretical Erlang Freeway Headway 
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Appendix G: Output for Cases I, II and III , For The 
Theoretical Erlang Freeway Headway 
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Appendix H: Output for Cases I, II and III, For The 
Theoretical Erlang Freeway Headway 
Distribution of 1500 Vehicles Per Hour 
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